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Product range
Having products in stock and knowing 

where to get them from, on short notice and 
from other countries, if necessary. That is 
the strength of Intercel. In other words, a 

broad range of products allows us to supply 
anything in our field.

Mission
Whether we are dealing with a technical whizz or someone 
from the purchasing department, we speak everybody’s 
language. Our staff  are trained to scrutinise the needs of our 
customers, which allows us to come up with the right 
solutions and proposals. Our experts are trained in listening 
to what customers say and keep asking questions. Having a 
good product is one thing, having the best solution is quite 
something else. Our technical sales staff  keep asking 
questions until they know exactly what you need, and they 
consider it a challenge to translate your needs into the best 
possible solution.

Commitment
Being helpful is our staff  second nature. The 
atmosphere is informal, the work delivered 
is professional and contact is per- sonal. All 

our staff  members have the same drive: 
providing our customers with the best 

possible service. We do not stop until we 
have found the right solution.

Ingenious
‘Impossible’ does not exist in our 

vocabulary. We are your partner for the 
most appropriate solution. Several staff  

members get together and brainstorm for 
a solution that first appeared to be a pipe 

dream. Intercel is brand-independent, 
allowing us to supply any product tailored

to the customer’s needs.

Expert
With more than 25 years of experience, 

calling Intercel an expert in the field would 
be an understatement. Having a good 
product is one thing, having the best 

solution is quite something else. Our staff  
members keep asking questions until they 

know exactly how they can give you the 
best possible service. Intercel, your best 

knowledge of batteries.

Environment
In spite of containing a large amount of lead,
batteries are in fact sustainable products as 98% is recyclable. 

Solutions

Tailor-made

Markets
We have a specialist for
every market.  

Revalidation
Wholesale

Your Market

UPS / Emergency 
power supply

Marine / 
Sustainable energy

Solar power

Installation
Security

Technician

Vincent Kleintjens
General Manager

reliable 
distributor

full supply 
and assembly of 
battery systems

total supplier 
one-stop shopping

growing 
big while 

staying small

knowledgeable 
discussion partner

The consequences of changes to the environment can be seen all over the world: climate change, global warming, droughts, rising sea levels, and so on and so forth. Intercel gives due consideration to 
all these changes and keeps a close track of the developments in terms of green and sustainable energy. Intercel considers it a challenge to combine growth and a reduction of their carbon footprint 
at the same time.

Intercel likes to surprise their customers time 
and time again by going the extra mile. 
‘Commitment’ is one of our USPs, and with 
good reason. We know what our customers 
expect from us. That’s how we can add most 
value!

Intercel is a guarantee for quality. For more than 25 years, the 
organisation has grown into a full-service supplier of a large 
range of batteries, chargers and DC power supplies. Intercel’s 
knowledge and specialisation enable its’ staff  to look beyond the 
scope of individual components within each industry. 
In consultation with the customer, Intercel always gives 
professional and optimal advice.

As well as handling ‘regular’ orders, one of our departments 
is specialised in autonomous and mobile power supplies. It 
means we work together with you in terms of analysing your 
needs, preparing the solution, supervising in the test phase 
and ultimately taking care of the flawless implementation in 
your business process.

Batteries are put together for various applications. They 
may also be custom-made. For instance, a change in the 
chemical composition to suit the application. All models 
can be manufactured with any required labels, including 
the statutory requirements, of course. Such printing may 
include bar codes, logos, dates of manufacture, etc. 
Naturally, all these products are made under strict 
procedures and safety instructions.

UPS 
Uninterruptible Power Supply
•  Lay-out design of battery areas
•  Capacity calculation of total systems
•  Personalised assembly of switch boxes
•  Installation on location
•  Battery maintenance
•  Technical advice, measurements & analysis
•  DC Load bank test
•  Dispose of UPS equipment

Remote location Vehicle Euro 5/6 standard

Fully autonomous solar system Motor on, charger on

Adjusted charger Staying in full control

Safety through insulation protection Always energy available

Hostile environment Power failure

Live wires -20o <--> +50o degrees



Would you like to know 
what we can do for
your business?

Please feel free to call one of our 
specialists without obligation. 

We are here to help.

+31 (0)23 - 514 99 00                sales@intercel.eu                     www.intercel.eu

Emergency lighting 
battery packs

All batteries

From button cell to composite battery pack

Battery packs have been specifically designed for emergency light fittings. Battery packs can 
be supplied with the right connection for any emergency light fitting. Using high temperature 
cells, these packs can resist high ambient temperatures caused by the light source. Intercel 
also supplies NiCd and NiMH battery packs for LED luminaires.

Long Life batteries guarantee highly reliable energy sources where an extra-long 
service life is required. Thanks to the extra-long service life, such batteries are used 
for specific solutions as well as for backup power. Long Life batteries have a very high 
energy density and a low self-discharge. AGM batteries from the Long Life series are 
used for applications where an extra-long service life is required. The service life of the 
Long Life series is 10 to 12 years for standby applications in accordance with the 
EUROBAT “High Performance” specifications.

Long Life – VRLA
Exceeding expectations

Front Access batteries guarantee a most reliable emergency power supply. The FA series 
AGM batteries are used for many applications requiring an extra long life span. The FA 
series is designed for a life span of 10 years under float conditions in accordance with the 
EUROBAT “High Performance” specifications.

Front Access
Slim fit

With more than 25 diff erent battery models, General Purpose is one of the most 
comprehensive battery series. Intercel has a full set of 4, 6 and 12 Volt models for a wide 
range of applications. The batteries are available in a capacity range from 0.8Ah up to 
65Ah. General Purpose batteries are designed with an excellent price-performance 
ratio and have a lifespan of 3-5 years at an ambient temperature of 25 °C.

General Purpose
Perfect all-rounders

The Lithium Iron Phosphate battery is a product with exceptional qualities. LiFePO4 
batteries have a very high energy density, both in terms of volume and weight. Lithium 
batteries give a high output and take up only a small space. In spite of that, such bat- teries 
weigh up to 50% less than lead batteries. Other specific features include the use of LiFePO4 
batteries at temperatures that are lower or higher in relation to lead bat- teries, as well as a 
short charging cycle. Tailor-made in many shapes and forms.

Lithium – BMS
Lightweight, maximum cycles

Tailor-made in any shape

Cyclic
Strong in the heaviest duty
Cyclic batteries are especially suitable for recurring intensive discharging and 
rechar- ging. With the addition of special metals, cyclic batteries are a high-quality 
solution for electrically powered applications. The functional life span of a cyclic 
battery depends on the number of discharges versus the depth of the discharge.

Varta  |  Duracell  |  GP  |  Electrochem  |  Saft   |  Ultralife  |  Philips  |  Sanyo  |  Panasonic

Battery testers 

Battery accessories

Converters

Chargers

DC No Break 

Insulation protection


